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ABSTFW:T 
Presented ts 8 method for designing 6nd implementing lattice filters to be used in 
Quoor8ture Mirror filter ( QMf) Banks. Ouoorature Mirror filter Banks find use in applications 
where o signol must be split into suhbonds operoted on then reconstructed in the output. Because 
of their structure, l6tlice filters oo this very well Md 81low perfect reconstruction, even when 
the hitttce coefficients must be QU6nttzed. 
In this poper QMF's ond Lott tee Filters ore derived ond onolyzed. Application of the Iott ice 
filter is presented olong with o desion progrom ond exomple of its use to implement n QMF. 
The computer oided design procedure ollows the user to input the stop-bood frequency, 
normolized to the S6mp1ing frequency, tmd the desired attenuation. The resulting outputs are the 
lotttce coefficients, ond the fintte Impulse Response( FIR) coefficients of on FIR filter hoving the 
some chorocteristics. The progrom selects o set of coefficients based on optimol coefficients that 
ore within the desired tolerance. 
The filter design program was written in FORTRAN, with the filter coefficients stored in o 
doto file on disk. Progroms were written in HATHCAD© to show the lottice filter response ond to 
simulate the QMF using these coefficients. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of my research was to investigate the lattice filler and how it could be usoo in 
the implementation of tho Quoorature Mirror filter (QMF) Bank. OMF banks find use in 
applications r~utring a signal be spltt into several fr~uency bands 80d unoorsampled before 
coding and trMsmisston, 80d then suitably recombined at the output. A number of versions of such 
QMF books are known, some based on Infinite Impulse Response ( Im) filters and some on Finite 
Impulse Response (FIR) filters. Im filters as their name implies are recursive in nature and 
hence can be easily implemented digitally. However, I IR filters can exhibit instability and are 
more coefficient dependent in QMF applications. FIR filters on the other hand have guaranteed 
stabtltty for non-recursive tmplementatton, ltnoor- phase, and real impulse response creffic!ents. 
Because of this thsy tend to be used over Im filters in QMF designs. 
Based on this information, I first studied the QMF filter to see what was needed as far as 
structure and filter char~teristics. The QMF is made up of four b6Sic parts, analysis filters, 
synthesis ftlters, decimators, and lnterpolators. In ming the research I learned that the lattlre 
filter would fit the basic requirements and offer some oovantages as compared to other FIR 
reelizations, when used in the realization of the analysis and synthesis ftlters. Some of these 
advantages are: 
- All of the analysis or synthesis filters are computed at once. 
- E~h filter is interrelated to the other, so that quantization effects are balancoo out. 
- The dectmator or interpolator is included as part of the structure. 
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- If more attenuation ts needed, fKt1 more building blocks. 
The lattice filters are analyzed by compartng them to the latt1ce structures used 1n Hnear 
prediction. Using this information and the constra1nts for perfect reconstruction in the QMF a 
structure 1s derived and analyzed. Th1s computer program was then written which f 1nds the 
latttce coeff1ctents b8Sed on 1nput tolerances and previously computed opt1mal coeff1c1ents fttt1ng 
those of the desired tolerances. The computer program computes not only the lattice coemctents, 
but also the Impulse coemclents of an FIR filter having the same charocterlst1cs. MEYJnltude plots 
of some example mters are given. 
An example is proviood of a simulated QMF with the appropriate analysis and synthesis 
resigned using lattice filter structures. These coefficients of these lattice structures were 
computed using the previously mentioned computer program, and stored on floppy disk. To oo the 
simulation MATH~D© pr~rams were written to simulate a QMF using lattice filters that have 
the coeff lctents stored on disk. 
In general, by using lattice filters, the perfect reconstruction property of QMF's can be 
maintained. This means the output ts o replica of the Input, but the Input signal hoo some type of 
operations performed on It. 
CHAPTER II 
QUADRATURE MIRROR FILTER BANKS 
This chapter will look at Quoorature Mirror Filter Banks. Because of the many 
possibilities aveilable, I will primarily look at the two channel case. The general theory will be 
presented, at times showing the relation to more than two channels, as part of development of the 
theory. In generol, Quoorature Mirror Filler ( QMF) benks find eppJicalion where a discrete time 
signal is to be split into a number of ronsecutive bands in the frequency cbmain, so that eoch 
subband may be processed independently. The subbands are restored at the receiver to form a 
properly reconstructed signal that resembles the original signal. Shown inf igure I is a diagram 
for an M channel Quooratura Mirror Filter Bank. The input signal is sent to the analysis bank 
where the M filters H0(z), H 1 (2), ... , HM(z) split the signal into M frequency bands. These 
subband signals Xk(n) are decimated by the factor M, then have some operation (encooing, 
transmission, etc. oone to them. At the received end another operation is performed, the subb8hd 
sign81 is then interpolated by M, and recombined through the set of M Synthesis filters F 0{ z), 
F 1 (z), ... , F M(z) [ 1]. I would like to analyze the OMF by first looking at Figure 1 and analyze 
~ section. The oocimators and interpolators wm be examined first to see how they operate, 
then using this informal ion, determine what is needed for the analysis and Synthesis filters. 
figure I major components: 
1. Decimator 
2. I nterpolator 
3. Analysis Filter Hk(z) 
4. Synthesis filter f k(2) 
3 
4 
x(n) X 1k.( n) X4k( n) 
~z) .M -X(n) tM Fdz) 
Input 
Signal 
H1(z) .M - - tM F1 (z) A. 
X (n) 
Analysis Bank Synthesis Bank 
Figure 1. Quadrature Mirror Filter Block Diagram. 
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Decimators 
An M fold dec1mator compresses the 1nput by an Integer number M t1mes. It mes this by 
retaining only those samples of x( n) which ~ur at times that are Integer multiples of M. This 
means the output y(n) ts related to the Input x(n) by y(n) = x(Mn). This relat1onshtp ts shown 
below for M=3, and x(n)=O for n<O. 
n 
x(n) 
y(n) 
0 
5 
5 
1 
0 
2 
9 
3 
0 
7 
4 
2 
5 
4 
6 
9 
7 
-5 
8 
13 
9 
As another example consloor x( n) shifted In time, using the same decimation 8S before 
w1th x·( n) = x( n- 1 ). 
x'(n) 
y'(n) 
0 
0 
5 1 
4 13 
0 2 9 -5 13 
y'( n) = x·( Mn) 
The above results show decimation is linear and time varying. To see this notice y'( n) = 
x·( Mn}, where x'( n) = x( n- 1 }. If the operation were time-Invariant then y'( n) would equal 
x(M(n-1 )) = x(Mn-M). The example shows that y'(n) = x·(n) = x(Mn-1) which Is time-
varying. Because of this, tt cannot be represented by a transfer function. ActHtlonally, since 
decimation ts a compression In the time domain, then dualfty would suooest stretching In the 
frequenLY oomatn [ 2]. Because the dectmator Is ttme-lnvartant, the transform must be broken 
Into parts for analysis. Looking at the data above, y( n) takes samples of x( n) at wery M points, 
which gives a Z transform of: 
00 
Y( z}• L x( Mn) z-n 
n=-oo 
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The problem with this value of Y(z) is the foct that x(n) is sampled at f!-./ery M point. The 
argument for 2 must also reflect this foct, and can be taken care of by considering that 2 is also 
sampled, similar to samplino of the Z transform at f!-.lery Mth point on the unit circle. Howf!-.ler, 
that means there will be a separate Z transform for each M point of 2. Thus for an M fold 
decimator the input-output relationship in the transform ooain is [ 3): 
M-1 
1 
Y(z)= M L 
k=O 
y(n)=x(Mn) 
1 M-1 .21Jkn. y(n)=M 2 x(Mn) eJ M 
k=O 
00 
Y(z)= L y(n) z-n 
n=-oo 
Y(z)= 
co M-1 
1 2likn. L M L x( Mn) eJ M z-n 
n=-00 k=O 
00 
.2Jlkn. n. L x(n) el M z-M (sincey(n)=O except at integer multiples of M) 
n=-oo 
l M-1 
Y(z)== M L 
k:::O 
00 
=2llk.. w.) L x( n) e-Jn( M +M 
n=-00 
M-1 
V(z)= ~ 2X(zllM wk) 
k=O 
or 
M-1 
Y(eiW)= ~ IX(e j(w-2nk)/M ) 
k=O 
whereW =WM= e-j2n/M endz = eJw 
When M=2; Y(eJW) = 0.5 [ X(e jw/2) + X(e j( w-2n)/2 ) ] 
= 0.5 [ X(eiW/2) + X(eiw/2 (e-Jn) l 
= 0.5 [ X(eJW/2) + X(-e JW/2)] 
7 
{I} 
{2} 
{3} 
-2rr 
-211 
-rr rr 2rr 
X(eJw/2)/2 
-11 Tl 211 
..__ Region of overlap 
Figure 2. Diagram of Aliasing Due to Decimation. 
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In figure 2, a low pass type of signal, X(e Jw), ts shown along with the two components of 
Y(eJW) In equation {3}. From Figure 2, X(-eJw/2, Is thesame6SX(eJwl2) shlfted-TJ, 60d Is 
shown 6S a shifted signal. Unless X(eJW) ts b6ndllmlted to -TJ/2 i w i TJ/2 the two components 
of Y(eJW) wm aHas with eoch other. This allastng ts shown as the overlap regton tn ftgure 2. 
One problem with decimation, when the Input Is not bandllmlted, h6S to due with a 
hlghp8SS type of signal Input Into the declmator. The transform of a hlghpass type slonal 
(bandlfmfted u/2 i w i 3u/2) Is shown In figure 3(a). If this signal ts used as the transformed 
Input to a two fold ( M=2) ooclmator, the result wlll be as shown In figure 3(b). It also turns out 
that a non-bandlimlted signal of the form in figure 3(c) will alsoyteld the result given In figure 
9 
3( b). For the h1ghpass case, the components of Y( eiw) oo not overlap, so the s1gnal can be , 
recovered 1f 1t 1s known that the signal was a h1ghpass stgnal originally [ 4]. Therefore, 1n orrer 
to use a declmator, the tnput stgnal should first be bandllmtted, by a bandpass filter, to reduce the 
effects of a11astng and allow reconstruction of the output signal If th1s 1s oone correctly, the 
output wm resemble the ortgtnal tnput signal. 
I nterpolqtors 
An tnterpolator ooes the opposite function that a dectmator ooes. It stretches tn the time 
oomatn which causes a compression in the frequency oomain. The output y( n) ts related to the 
1nput x( n) by y( n) = x( n/M) where n ts a mulltple of Mandy{ n) = O otherwise. This 
relat1onsh1p ts shown below for M=3. 
n -3 
x(n) S 
y(n) 
-2 
7 
0 
-1 
0 
0 
10 
10 
2 
0 
2 
4 
0 
3 
9 
2 
4 
-5 
0 
5 
13 
0 
6 
7 
4 
7 
-3 
As another example consider x( n) shifted In time, using the same interpolation as before with 
x·( n) == x( n-1). 
x·( n) ... 5 7 10 2 9 -5 13 7 
y'(n) 7 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 2 0 
10 
X(ejW) 
1 
(a) 
w 
-2TT -3TT/2 -n -n/2 TT/2 TT 311/2 2TT 
xc-Jw 12>12 
(b) ~ 
-----------------------w 
-211 -311/2 -11 -1112 11/2 11 311/2 211 511/2 3TT 
(c) 
-211 -3n/2 -11 -1112 1112 11 31112 211 51112 w 
f lgure 3. Decimation of a High P6SS Type Signal. 
1 1 
The transfer oomatn relationship for the tnterpolator 1s simpler than the dectmator. for 
the tnterpolator analysts, let a= n/M then n= aM and: 
00 
V(z) = :Z: x(n/M) z -n 
n=-oo 
00 
V(z) = }: x(a) z -aM 
n=-oo 
V(z) = X(z M) 
{4} 
when M::::2; Y(z) = X(z 2) ond V(e jW) = X{e j2W). Figure 4b shows the effects of interpolation 
on the signal X( e jw) in Figure 4o for M::a2. lnterpololion couses M-1 imoges to oppear of the 
originol spectrum. When using tm interpolotor. o filter is desired nt the output, usuolly o digitol 
b80dpass filter thot will reject the imf9}S. 
Ufects of Decimation and Interpolation 
As a continuation of decimation and interpolation, I will lake a look at a bandlimited signal 
that is decimated by M=2 then interpolated by M=2. Two signals will be consioored, the first 
where X( e jw) is limited to -Jr/Mi w i rr /M, and another where the signal is not limited to lwl i 
tr /M. The oocimation and interpolation operation is shown in Figure 5. figures 58 and 5b shcrN 
two different input signals that will be analyzed for their own individual charocteristics. 
(b) 
Image 
(a) 
w 
-211 -311/2 -TT -TT/2 TI/2 TI 311/2 211 511/2 
Image 
w 
-211 -3n/2 -n -TI/2 TI /2 TI 31T /2 2TI 511 /2 
Figure 4. Interpolation of Signal X( eJw ). 
x(n) l•M I x1(n) ltM I y(n) 
(l: IX(ejw)1 (b)~ w 
-n/2 TJ/2 -Tl/2 Tl/2 
f lgure 5. Decimotlon ond lnterpolotlon with Two Different Inputs. 
12 
w 
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Mm tonally, Table 1 gives a Hst of values for different inputs w of the signals shown tn 
figure 5. 
TABLE 1 
X(ejw) in Figure 5a X(e jw) in Figure 5b 
w X(e Jw) x1(eJwl2) x,(-e jw/2) X(e Jw) X1(e jw/2) X1(-e jw/2) 
-5TJ/4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-n 0 0 0 0 0.2 0 
-3n/4 0 0.25 0 0 0.4 0 
-n/2 0 0.5 0 0.2 0.6 0 
-TJ/4 0.5 0.75 0 0.6 0 .6 0 
0 1 1 0 I I 0.2 
TJ/4 0.5 0.75 0.25 0.6 0.6 0.4 
TJ/2 0 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.6 0.6 
3TT/4 0 0.25 0.75 0 0.4 0.6 
TJ 0 0 1 0 0.2 I 
5TJ/4 0 0 0.75 0 0 0.6 
3TJ/2 0 0 0.5 0 0 0.6 
7TJ/4 0 0 0.25 0 0 0.4 
2TJ 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 
Using Figure 5 and the data in Table 1 the outputs of the decimators and interpolators are 
shown. Figure 6a is a plot of the data in table 1 corresponding to Figure 5a and shows the aliasing 
due to decimation. figure 6b is a similar plot of the data for Figure Sb. The decimator output is 
sent lo the interpolator which causes compression in the frequency ckxnain. The interpolalor 
output, with M=2, is shown inf igure 7a for the input signal from figure 5a, and in figure 7b for 
the input from Figure 5b. 
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IX ( d w /2 ) ,~./ "· ... 
....... \, 
r,,.. .. ~ ."' ·"-.~ IX( _Jw12)I 
,.> "<,~ 
✓-✓ >"'I\ ..... 
'... (a) / ... ·" 
--~ ,,/ ,,. ... ~.~ 
AJ' 
" .. r ' 
.,..._ 
J'' ~~ 
' ~./' 
.. 
.. 
-- ... . 
L/~-~ I ,,• I ').t I I ,,, I ) w I 
-n -U/2 0 ff/2 n 5nn 2ff 
-n -JJ/2 0 tr/2 n 3JJ/2 21T 
figure 6. Decimation of the Signals Inf lgure s. 
I Y(ejw) I 
(a) ~Image w 
TJ/2 Tl -11/2 rr/2 Tl 
-11/2 
figure 7. Interpolation of the Signals inf igure 6. 
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Using Figures 6 through 7 ond the dotn in Tftble 1, the output Y(e jw) is shown to be: 
X1(e1W) = 0.5[X(e jW/2) + X(e j(w/2-11)] 
Y(eJW) = X1(eJ2w) = 0.5[X(eJW) + X(eHW-Tr)] {5) 
Figure 7 shows that signals bandlim ited to -TT/Mi w i TT/Mr.an be reconstructed in their 
ortginftl form, while stgools that ore not will be distorted in the reconstruction unless this 
61i6Sing is token care of in the reconstruction process. 
In order to determine the nnolysis ond synthesis filters, look ot Figure 1 in the tronsform 
oomoin for the case when M=2. 
Anolysis filler output: X 1 k( z) :a X( z)Hk( z) 
Decimatoroutput: X2k(2) = 1/2[ X1k(z 112) + Xu~(-2 112 )1 
M-1 
{6} 
Note: In general x2k(z) = ~ 2x1(zl/Mw0 )Hk(zl/Mw0) {8} 
n=O 
lnterpolotor output: X3k(2) = X2k(z2)= ½ [X(z)Hk(z) + X(-z)Hk( -z)) (9} 
OMF output: X"'(z) = X40(2) + ,x41(2) = X3o(z)F o(z) +.X31(z)F 1(2) { 11} 
X"(z)= 112Hto(z)f o( z) + H 1 (z)F 1 (z)]X(z) + 1 /2[Ho( -z)f o(z} + H 1 ( -z}F 1 (z)]X( -z) { 12} 
16 
M-1 M-1 
In generol X (z)ia: ~ })(zw-1) 2Hk(zw-1)F k(z) { 13} 
i=O i=O 
Because the output involves both X(z) and X(-2), a transfer function cannot be written 
oown in closed form [ 3). 
Analysis Filters 
The purpose of the onolysis f i Iler is to seporote the input sigmil into M frequency bMds. 
To oo this, there should be no over lop between the responses of each bandpass filter. However, 
~h subbond Is tq,lnst the oojocent subbond which meoos the filters should hBVe o "brickwoll" or 
ideftl response. In pr~lire this requires o filter with o very lorge number of poles. If this is not 
possible, the filter response will couse overlapping of the subbands. The QMF ollows the onolysis 
filters to be less thBn ideal by permitting 6liasing in the decimfttors, then correcting for this in 
the interpolotor ond synthesis filter [2]. The onolysis filter will be defined os H(z). Depending 
on the number of subbends needed, the input spectrum is diviood into M subbBnds through eoch 
enalysis filter Hk(z). Looking at {6} and {8} define Hk(Z) as: 
For k=O, Ho(2)= H(2) which is the basic filter. Each filter Hk(Z) is then a spectral factor of 
H( 2). M:litionally, this also serves as the decimation filter. When M=2 this reduces to: 
1 H1(2)= H(zW2)=H(-z) { 14} 
H 1 ( z)=Ho( -2) 
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Synthesis Filters 
The purpose of the synthesis filters are to cancel aliasing due to the analysis filters, 
decimators, and interpolators. Looking at equation { 13}, 1f the w-i , 110 equations are mtm to 91 
to zero, then ol111Sing ond lm~ing ore cancelled ond we can define ~g l = T ( z), with T( z) C81led 
the distortion transfer function. Therefore, the relation for T( Z) yields ( in Matrix form): 
Ho(z) H1(z) HM-1 (z) Fo(z) T(z) 
Ho(zw- 1) H1(2w-l) HM-1 (zw-1) f 1 (z) 0 
= 0 
... ... . .. . .. 
Ho(zw-M+ 1) H1(2w-M+I) HM-1 (zw-M+ 1) fM-1(2) 
. .. 
... 0 
For the system, ifT( z) is stable and all pass, then the system will not have amplituoo distortion. 
Acktitionally, if the synthesis fillers are chosen properly, aliasing can be eliminated. Looking al 
( 12}, if F(z) is chosen to eliminate the aliasing terms (X(-z) and H(-z), which are X(zW0 ) and 
Hk(zwn) 1n { 13-}), then the output can be written 1n terms of the input os: 
X"(z) 
X(z) = T(z) = 1/2 [Ho(z)Fo(z) - H1(z)F 1(2)) 
where f o(z)=Ho(z), f 1(2)=-H 1(2) 
Mllttonally, let H1(2)=Ho(-2) then, from { 14}: 
2 2 T(2) = 112 [H0(z)-H0(-2)1 
{ 15} 
{ 16} 
Hz) represents the overall transfer function or the distortion function [ 1 ]. The objoctive is to 
choose H(z) and f(z) such that T(z) hos minimum distortion. Because T(z) is complex, it has 
ompJitude and phase components. Dependino on the application, one of these terms coo be 
minimized without r-egBrd to the other term, but normolly both terms need to have minimum 
18 
distortion. If aliasing, amplitude distortion, and phase distortion are eliminated, then there ts 
perfect reconstruction and X"( n)=X( n). One solution ts to use f IR filters slnre they have linear 
phase. If the Analysis and Synthesis filters are chosen properly, phase distortion, amplitude 
distortion, and aliasing can be eHmlnated using FIR filters [ 2]. 
In order to 8081yze the reconstruction problem, the QMF wm be looked at In a different 
Wffi/. f lgure 8a Is a signal flow graph of a basic QMf structure using delffi/S. Using signal flow 
graph notation [ 7] and figure Ba, we see: 
w 1 =X(z) 
X(z) 
w2=w1 
-1 z 
3 
w3=2-lw1 w4=Y{z)=w3+z-1w2 { 17} 
w4==z- lw 1 +z- lw 1 =2z- lw 1 
2 
4 
-1 z 
Y(z) 
Figure 86. Two Channel Signftl Flow 0roph. 
Figure 8a shows the output V( z)= 22- l X( z), this implies then that xA( n) = 2x( n-1) 
X(z) 
-1 z 
3 
2 
4 
-I z 
figure 8b. Two Channel Decimator/lnterpolator Dfqam. 
Y{z) 
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Figure 8b shows 6 signol flow graph with the decimotors ond interpolators inserted 
between nodes w 1-w2 and w3-w4. With the decimotors and interpolators in line, using { 1} ood 
{ 4} for M=2 gives: 
w2= lr X(eHw/2)2) + X(eH<w-211)/2)2 ) ] 2 
Then w2 = X(eiW)= X(z). Using this result yields w4=w3 + z- lw2, Md X"(z) = w4 =Z- 1w2 + 
w3 = z- lx(z) +w3 = z- lx(z) +z- lx(z) 
x"{n) = y{n) = 2 x(n-1) 
X(z) ... 
+M ~ S(z) I ► ltM~~ _. 
z 
-1,, 
+M ... S(z) ... tM .... _. _. ... 
Fioure 8c. Two Channel Flow Oraph with Transfer functions. 
, , z-1 
.... 
-
{ 18} 
{ 19} 
X"(z) 
Now 1nsert a Transfer funct1on 6S shown 1n F1gure 8c. If S(z) = 1 then X"(z) wm be the 
same as { 18}. To look at th1s further, S(z) can be split 1nto two transfer funct1ons O(z) and R(z) 
where S(z) = O(z)R(z). Thts is shown 1n Figure 8d. If O(Z) = R(z) = 1, then X"(z) wm be the 
same as { 18}. 
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X(z) ... 
+M ... 6(z) R(z) .. tM ... .. ... .. ... 
z 
-10 1, 2-1 
+M ~G(z)I I R(z) I ... tM ... ... .... .... .... X"(z) 
figure 8d. Two ChBnnel filter. 
Before proceeding further, I WBnt to show how n trnnsfer function con be moved within the 
dimynm. for the following nnnlysis use the bnsic diqnm of Figure 86, with the npproprinte bnnk 
trl1ed or mooified as described in the discussion. This means that the relays are not shown in 
figure 9 but nre ossumed in the figure nnd in the discussion. I will wrap it up by showing the case 
for M=2 with nll terms included in (24}. Let w 18 be the output of the decimotor in Figure 8d with 
w 1 63 the input , Md w 1 b os the output of 0( z). Then, w 18 will be described 63 in { 1 }. If this is 
opp lied as the input to O{ z), the output w 1 b w m be: 
M-1 
w 1 b(Z) = ~ }: X(z 1 /M wi)a(z) {20} 
t=O 
Looking 8l this transformation there ts a z 1 IM transformation of the input to the 
oocimator. If the dectmator and 0{ z) are interchanged, w 1 a ts now the input to the decimator 
meantno w 1 a= X(z)O(z) = w 1 a (z). This yields: 
M-1 
w I b( z) = ~ 2 w 16 ( z I /M wt) 
i=O 
M-1 
1 Wlb(Z) = M 2 X(zl/M wk)O(z 1/M w1) 
icO 
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{2t} 
To moke this look 11ke {20}, reploce O(z) by 0(2M) In equation {21 }. This wm allow 
o( z) to be moved to e1ther stoo of the dectmator, by using O( zM) as the Input to the ooctmator, or 
O(z) as the output of the ooctmator 1n figure 8d. Note: this assumes that the delHYS are present as 
shoWn. A complete breokoown of this for M=2 follows. A stmnar type of anolysts needs to be 
performed for R(z) in figure 8d. for this analysis, let the input to R(z) in figure 8d be w 1 b 8fld 
the output of R( z), which is the input to the interpolator, be w 1 C· Using { 4} this yields: 
w le (z)= w 1 b (z)R(z) 
{22} 
If the lnterpolator and R(z) are 1nterchooged, 
w2 = Wlc (z) R(z) = Wlb (zM)R(z) (23} 
For {23} to look like {22}, reploce R(z) with R(zM). This allows the transfer function 
to be moved to either side of the interpolator, and is shown in Figure 9, where S(z) in Fioure 8c 
has been broken into parts and moved to the outside of the decimators and interpolators. Using the 
results of { 18} in f ioure 9 gives an input, output relationship ( the delays are not shown but are 
assumed as discussed ear Her): 
V(z) • X(z)O(zM)R(zM) for Figure 9 
Y(z) = X(2)S(2M) with S(z) as in figure 8c Md 8d. 
figure 9. Transfer function Movement with Decimation and Interpolation. 
The complete 6nolysis off igure 8c with M=2 gives: 
X"(z)= ½(X(z) S(z2)+ X(-z)S(z2)]z-1 + ½[X(z) S(z2)z-1 + X(-z)S(z2)(-z-1 )] 
X"(z) = ~X(z) +X(z)) z-1s(z2) 
X"(z) = X(z)z-1S(z2) 
An important relationship is shown in {24} _( 1 ]. 
~ -T(z} = X(z) = S(z2) z 1 
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{24} 
{25} 
Equotton {25} shows T( 2) is linoor. time-invortont, ond olinstng h6S boon canceled. 
Miitionally, since S(z) = O(z)R(z). if ~h subband function ¾(z) is independent of k, ond ts a 
trmslnted version of the baste ftlter S(z). then X"(z) wm be free from nlinsing. Also, tf S(z) is 
chosen such that S( z)= 1 • then X"( z) = X( z)z-1, which in the time oom8in ts x"( n) = x( n-1 ). 
Therefore x"( n) is a perfect reconstruction of x( n) except for a relay. If R(z) is chosen such that 
R(z)= 1 /O{z). then S(z)= 1 [ 1). for the case when N=2: 
Ro(z) = 1100(2) and R 1 (2) = 1101 (z) 
If Figure 9 is used to replace the choonels in 8d, then 8d w111 look like Figure 1 and can be 
related lo the basic QMF through the following relations for M;;.2 (2). 
H 1 ( z) = Ho( zW 1) = Ho( -z) This wes shown earlier in { 14}. 
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The analysis filters can now be designed based on the above relations. MJitionally, if the 
analysis filters are chosen to be linear phase FIR filters, then the OMF will have perfect 
reconstruction. This is because of the linear phase of oo FIR filter, the B3lay relationships that 
cancel aliasing, and the f oct that the synthesis filters are chosen based on the analysis filters [ 21. 
There are many techniques and prO)rams to oosion the fl R f Hters [ 51,[61, and I will not get into 
the octual design of FIR filters. However, there is an interesting filter type that can be 
implemented as an f IR filter and lends itself well to the constraints of the QMF and will be 
discussed in the next chapter. 
CHAPTER Ill 
LATTICE f IL HRS 
In the last chapter, the quadrature mirror filter was presented. In this chapter I want to 
analyze the lattice filter. The reason I chose this filter for the implementation of the QMF, is its 
unique structure and building block capabilities. Ack:litionally, lattice structures have been used in 
linear prediction [ 7], which means there have been previous rasaarch and design applications. 
Iheory Development 
In general. a stab le d1g1tal fnter transfer funct1on. H( eiw). 1s bounded 1f I H( eJw) I ! 1 
for all w. and I H( eiw) 12 ! 1. Act1it1onally. when I H( eJw) I = 1 the system 1s said to be "lossless" 
[ 8]. In matrix notation 11•( e)w )II( e)w) ! I for all w. The filter will be all pass if the equality 
holds. For the case when the equality mes not hold, another "lossless" FIR function can be ao:ied to 
force the equality to unity. In other words, 
{26} 
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From this define a vector G(z) of order N where G(z) = IH(z) R(z) IT. then G(z) is "'allp6SS". 
We should be able to find an FIR funct1on to oo1 to any 6(2) to force Gt(eiW )G(z) = 1. To further 
ooHlyze this "'lossless" function, assume a "lossless" vector 
N-1 
PN-1(2)= IPN-1 ;n z-n {27} 
n=O 
N-1 
0N-1 (z)= IqN-1 ;n z-n {28} 
n=O 
Let, ON-1(2) = o1(z- 1) then, {26}, with {27} and {28}, yields an allpess property 
~ .., 
PN-1(2)PN-1(z) + ON-1(2)QN-1(z) = 1 {29} 
This property {29} wm be referred to BS the "Power Complementary Qlndition"' 
( PCI )[8], and is an important relation for a lossless fiHer. Using this information, the filter can 
be broken into N building blocks where eoch building block h6S the b6Sic form shown inf igure 10. 
following the rensooing used for equotions {26}, {27}, {28}, Jet 
{30} 
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P (z) p(z) 
m m+ 1 
T (z) 
m+ 1 
aJz> a <z> 
m+ 1 
Figure 10. Lottice Building Block. 
Looking ot figure 10 we coo olso define the overall transfer function of the block 6S 
Gm+ 1 {z) = Tm+ 1 (2) ~(2). M.litionally. Gin+ 1 (z) is 611 (m+ 1 )th oroor FIR allpass vector, 8S 
suooested by {27} 80d {28}. Using the forms for {27} Md {28} for this vector yields: 
N-1 
Pm+ 1 (z)= I Pm+ 1 ;n z-n {31} 
n=O 
N-1 
Omt 1( 2)= 2qmt 1 ;n z-n {32} 
n=O 
Comparing {29} with {31} and {32} gives a similar result for the allpass property: 
~ ,., 
Pm+ 1(z)Pm+ 1(z) +Om+ 1<z>am+ 1(2) = 1 {33) 
Assume m=O, then usino { 31}, { 32}: 
applying {33} yields: 
P1 ;O + Q1 ;O +(z+z- l )(p 1 ;OP1 ;1 +Q1 ;OQl ;1) = 1 
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for {33} to hold true 1mpHes p 1 .0p 1 .1 +q1 .0q1 .1 = O wh1ch 1n general means: 
' J J J 
Pm+ 1 ;OPm+ 1 ;m+ 1 +qm+ 1 ;Oqm+ 1 ;m+ 1 = O {34} 
for onolysis purposes define [ 8]: 
{35} 
k -Qm+1·m+1 
m+ 1-✓ 2 _? 
Pm + I ;m + I + lJm + I ;m + 1 
{36} 
Um+ J-✓ 
Pfu+ 1 ;m+ 1 + Qfu+ 1 ;m+ 1 
Pm+ 1 ·m+ 1 {37} 
Similarly define 
{38} 
We can now put { 12} and { 15} into matrix form and oofine them as &,n(z). 
km + 1 Um+ I Pm+ 1 ( 2) 
= -um+ 1z km+ 1z Om+ 1(z) {39} 
Look ino at the inversion property of matrices: 
km+ I Um+ 1 
-um+lz km+lz 
{36} Bnd {37} imply ( km t I )2 + (Um+ I )2 = I. Then: 
km+ 1 Um+ 1 
-1 
km+ 1 -um+ 12- l 
- um+ 12 km+ 12 = Um+ 1 km+ 1z-1 
which leads to: 
km.._ 1 Um.._ 1 
-Um+ 12 km.._ 12 
Pm+ 1<2) 
6m + I< z) = a ( ) 
m+ 1 2 
km+I -Um+lz-1 
= 
Um+ 1 km+ ,z-1 
The tronsfer funct1on Tm+ 1 (z) can be seen from { 40} to be: 
km+1 -um+lz-1 
Um+ 1 km+ 12-1 
Note that~+ 1 ( 2) Tm+ 1 ( 2) = 1. which Implies Tm+ 1 ( 2) is lossless. 
Br88kinoout the Gm+ 1(2) motrix yields: 
This relationship leoos to 60 ollernolive form for {36} ftnd {37} [ 8). 
k • Pm+ 1 ;0 
m+ 1 ✓ 2 2 llm+ I ;O + qm+ I ;O 
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{40} 
{ 41} 
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Qm+ 1 ;O {42} 
{43} 
£x6mining {39} shows that the lattice filter can be synthesized from a given function G(z) 
using n oownwords recursion from the tronsfer function. MHliOMlly. { 40} eMbles o 
computation of r.(2) from a given set of coefficients ko, kt, ... , kN-1 through an upwards 
recursion. Combining these relfttionships we CM produce o structurnl form for the lotlice filter. 
k m+l 
P (z)----------1 
m 
Q (Z)---4 
m 
-1 
z 
km+ 1 
P (z) 
m+f 
).---~-- Q-(Z) 
m+t 
Figure 1 t. Lattice Structure. 
figure 11 shows a building block for the Lnttice filter implementntion. If these lossless building 
blocks are cascooed, the resulting structure will be lossless and hence the name Cascld3 Lattice 
filter . 
We can also proouce another form of the Lattice filter by assuming the coefficients km 2 
and um 2 are reasonably close to unity, which ts normally true for most digital filter applications 
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[ 8]. Keeping the coefficients close to unity and letting 8m =~:yields: 
-8m z-1 
-1 z 
since km,¥ 1 
following the procedures used in { 40} for this case yields: 
Gm+ t {z) = Tm+ 1 {z) 5in{2) 
In non-matrix form: 
P m<z) Om(z) P0(z) 
Define: Hm(z) = Po(z) and Bm(z) = Oo(z) . for m=O; Ho(z) = Po(z) = I, and Bo(z) = 1. 
This Implies: 
{44} 
Let m=O to examine this further. Using m=O yields: 
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Equation { 44} can be used to find a recursion relation to find the coefficients am+ 1 · 
Using { 45} this yields: 
{46} 
m 
In general ttm(z}= Ihm( n) z-n 
n=O 
This applied to { 45} shows h ( O) = 1 ftOd nm= h ( m) whtch can be used when solving for the m m 
coefficients. Equation { 46} is the general recursion relationship for· the lattice structure shown 
tn Ftgure 12, wtth lam+ 1' .! 1. 
p p 
m -----sr------------- m+ 1 
-1 z -----------------0m+ 1 
Figure 12. Denormalized LBttice Structure. 
Relation to Lattice Fillers Used In Ltnear Prediction 
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By looking at the results and methoos used in 1inear prediction, an anal{WJI of the lattice 
filter can be oone using this previously derived information. Since linear prediction is oo inverse 
mro:,ling operation from adaptive filtering, structures have been oorived which are efficient and 
easily implemented. Makhoul [ 91 presented a lattice filter structure which is similar to Fioure 
12. except both coefficients 6m are positive. This structure was used In Jlnear-predlctlve cooing 
of signBls. Mutiona11y. both IIR and Fm lattice structures have been proposed in llnoor 
prediction theory [ 1 OJ . Since I was using FIR mters for the QMF structure. I examined the FIR 
lattice structure in linear prediction. As discussed earlier. Figure 12 is the renormalized 
structure used In 1 tnoor predict ton. except that the m tnus sign tn front of the socond 8m ts not 
there. 
In linear prediction theory. given a set of samples R( p) that are autoreoressive of oroor 
P. the optimal linear predictor collapses to a pth oroor predictor. for any given p, the projection 
of Yn onto the past p samples will stm provide the best linear prediction of Yn that can be mim on 
the basis of these past p samples. Asp increases, more and more past information is taken into 
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account, which means the prediction of Yn becomes better yielding a smaller mean-squared error. 
If e is the squared error, the objective is to minimize a. M1ttionally, if at are the predictor 
coefftc1ents, and R( t) 8fe the sample values, then e wm be: 
p 
e= 2R( Oa1 {47) 
i=O 
which in matrix form yields 
R(O) R( 1) R(p) e ... 0 R{ 1) R(O) ... R{p-1) a1 0 {48} = 
... ... ... 
R(p) R{p-1) R(O) 8p ... 0 
Notice that this matrix has the same form as the matrix for T( z) in the discussion on the OMF 
transfer function. Using the minimization of the mean SQU8re error, take the inverse of the 
autocorrelation matrix to find the predictor coefficients. Since the correlation matrix is in 
Tope1itz form, the elements along ecl;h di8(J)na1 are equal, it can be solved by Levinson's methoo 
( N. Levinson proposed oo elegant fast al(J)rithm for solvtno these ~atfons) [ 9). This methOO is 
much f6Ster then Matrix inversion since It is proportional to the square of the number of 
coefficients to be determined, insteoo tf the third power. This al(J)rithm exposes the lattice· 
structure and hes been found to be extremely useful in a wire variety of signal processing 
applications, including spectral estimation, voice cooing, and filter structures. The alfJ)rithm was 
rediscovered and improved by Durbin (61. The Durbin procedure can be used to solve for a system 
of equations by recursion over N staoes. The important point here to note is that the error can be 
reduced to any desired value, by tncreastno the number of staoes, since the error is reducOO at 
each succeedtno st6Q8. Moreover, the procedure ts sequential and can be easily solved by computer. 
This is another reason the lattice filter ts ottr~tive as a filter structure for the OMF. If more 
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attenuation is needed, 8Ck1 more sections. Appendix C is a listing of the Levinson-Durbin 
al~rtthm. Notice that this same olO)rithm, mooif1ed, can be used to f1nd the coefficients for the 
QMF lattice filter . Also, { 45} is the relation that wm be used in the Levinson recursion. 
CHAPTER IV 
LATTICE FILTER APPLICATION TO QUADRATURE MIRROR FILTERS 
As discussed earlier, QMF's were presented followed by the lattice filter. What I want to 
oo now is show a structure for the lattice filter that is 1ooal for a QMF bank. Because the two 
channel mirror filter ( hence name quadrature) wm need analysts and 5Ynthests f1llers that are 
FIR half band mirrors, some parts of the general 1att1ce drop out. The computer prOJ('am to find 
the 1att1ce coeff tctents was based on this structure. 
Latt1ce structure 
With M=2. the QMF natura1Jy turns out to be two channel. This means docimation and 
interpolation by a foctor of two. For this case, the filters to perform this turn out to have 
symmetry obout 11 /2. If the desired QMF nnolysis ft lters ore of the form I Ho( eiw) 12 + 
IH 1 (eiW) 12 ;a 11 for 611 w, then they CM be of the form [ 1 ]: 
H ( ) _ (Ao(z) + A 1(2)) Oz - 2 {49} 
H ( ) _(Ao(z) - A1(2)) 1 2 - 2 (50} 
Here Ao( z) 8nd A 1 ( z) 8re ollpass functions. Mutionally, this analysis bank can be implemented 
by the structure inf igure 13. Also, design Ho( z) such that its mt,JOitUOO response has symmetry 
around w=n /2, and H 1 ( z) = Ho( -z). If the synthesis filters ore then chosen as rescribed in the 
chapter on QMF's, the overal1 transfer function T(z) will be: 
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{51} 
In this case {51} is ollpassl Mutionolly, note thot the structure of Figure 13 is of the same form 
HS the lattice structure, which suggests the lt1Uice structure os on ideal form. 
Ho(Z) 
f tgure 13. Analysis Bank Structure. 
By spectfytno symmetry of the filters around rr /2. the filters wm become FIR "Half-
bend" filters. In other words H( z) -H( -z)= c * z-<N-1 >. which means the stopband error curve Is 
an 1mage of the passband error curve [ 12). Th1s ytelds for the analys1s and synthests mters 
described In Chapter II: 
fo(z) == z-CN-Ot-fo(z-1) 
{53} 
{54} 
{55} 
These filters will then allow for perfect reconstruction ns described earlier. Using these results 
it r.tVl be seen that N-1 wi1l be octt. To see this, use Fo for exMlple. Fo{z) + Fo( -z) = constoot 
( usually I). For N- 1 even the coefficient corresponding to z-CN-1) is zero. Hence, N-1 can 
always be taken to be octt without loss of generaltty ( 8]. This means that the even coefficients in 
the lattice structure will be zero. This can be used by reducing the structural complexity, since 
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all the even blocks ru not have to be used s1nce the1r coeff1c1ent wm be zero. Ustng the analysts 
and structure presented In Chapter 111 , and the f oct that the even coemctents 8fe zero, the latttce 
filter can be found for the QMf C8S8 as shown below In figure 14. 
Po(z) 
~(z) 
figure 14. Lattice Structure for QMF. 
. (z) 
~-1 
The lattice structure in Figure 14 is similar to the structures analyzed earlier. For the OMF case, 
N-1 
1 1 . · 
C= ,fi_, 8m ere defined as before, and B= I: t k 2k3.,.kN- t or 82= n I -+ 
8
~ • In lhts case the 
m=l 
crefficients Bro are no longer bounood above by unity. MJitionally, the trMsfer f unctioos become: 
Ho(z) = B*PN-1(2) = P'N-1(2) {56} 
{57} 
{&mJ)yter Aided D65ion Aoplicotion 
The coefficients for P(z) and Q(z) am be found from the recursion relations rescribed in 
Chapter Ill. from there P'(z) and Q'(z) can be found. The recursion relotions ore set up in on 
Ol(J)rithm that is similar to the Levinson-Durbin ol(J)fithm. The FORTRAN pr(JJfam looks for a 
5\opband frequency and an attenuation foctor. Based on this information, a table scan is oone lo 
find a set of coefficients that will meet those specifications. These coefficients were determined in 
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o manner s1mllar to J.D. Johnson [ 1 O]. In this paper the coefficients were determined from a 
standard set off nter design parameters using the Hooke and Jeaves al{J)l"Uhm. The Hooke 611d 
Jeaves algJr1thm ts a search al(J)r1thm that attempts to minimize a single objective function of 
several variables. The objective function used here was based on the stopband and ripple enerw. 
These coefficients were further modified In [ 12] using a quasi-Newton methcxt to optimize for the 
lattice structure. Once the program finds the proper set of lattice coefficients, H uses the 
recursion al(J)rllhm to convert the lattice coeff1clents Into FIR Impulse coefficients, that can be 
used es the FIR structure of the analysts or synthesis mters. The alg1r1thm computes the Impulse 
coefficients from the optimal lattice coefficients. Because the Levinson a19'.)r'1thm ts recursive in 
both the forward and bockward directions, a program could be wrmen to find the lattice 
coefficients given the Impulse response coeff1cients. For example, the impulse coemctents could 
have been computed from a standard FIR ooslgn prCXJ('am such as the McClellan-Parks a19'.)r1thm 
[ 6), then convert these to lattice coemctents 60d 1mplement the FIR fnter tn a lattice structure. I 
found that the opt1mal coefficients given tn [ 12) g1ve very {Jxx1 results for almost any OMF design, 
since the analysts and ~nthesls filters are mirrored around rr /2, which means you wm normally 
design at that frequency and oojust the transition band tDn"dtngly. 
CHAPTER V 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this chHpter I wm show how the simulation of the QMF was set up, and explain some of 
the theory and results. The pr~rom to find the Lattice coefficients was wrttten in FORTRAN as 
stated earlter. These Lattice coefficients were then converted to appropriate impulse coefficients 
by the same pr()Jram and stored on disk. MATHCAD® W8S then used to simulate the Lattice Filters 
and QMF bank. The MATHCAD© pr()Jrams are 11sted In Appendix D. Mitttonally, most of the 
results were plotted and are shown as Figures in this chapter. 
Ftlter oeston ExamoJe 
A filter design program was written to make use of optimal coof f icients that have been 
found from previous research which are based on a nonlinear optimization al~rithm [ 121. These 
coefficients are optimized and give (JXX1 results for most msign applications. The pr(XJram was 
written in FORTRAN and is provi~ in disk form as an executable file. It begins by askino for a 
stopband in tenths of PI. This corresponds to the desired stopband of the analysis filters. The 
normal range is O. 78 to 0.5. With 0.5 being the stopband for an iooal half-band filter. The 
pr~ram then asks for attenuation in oocibels. The normal range for this is approximately 20 to 
80 DB. for both these inputs, the program looks for a floatino point input, so a oocimal point 
must be input with the number. The program then ooes a search of optimal coefficients that best 
fit the input stopband and ottenuotion. Note that the coefficients are optimal in the sense of a filter 
that is a very close approximation to the desired filter. The prOJram prints out these lattice 
coefficients, then ooes a recursion on these coefficients. Basically the recursion multiplies out the 
terms of the lattice to get the final output for the lost block. The output of the last block is the 
transfer function of the lattice, and it's terms give the impulse response of the lattice filter. 
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Because the recursion is based on the lattice structure shown in Figure 14, two sets of coefficients 
are given, P{z) end Q{z) as discussed in chapter IV. To show how the Lattice filter improves w1th 
eoch block tnJed, I wrote a MATHCAD© program to plot the frequene,y response of a typtcal_lall1ce 
filter for eoch building block. In order to keep 1t simple and show the point, the parameters were 
chosen to gtve a four block lattice. for this example, the parameters chosen were ws= 0. 78rr and 
an attenuation foctor of 41 db. The Latl1ce coeff1cient program gave the desired lattice and impulse 
response coeff ictents. I then wrote the MATHCAD© program LA TT ICE. This pr(XJram uses the 
lattice coefficients generated by LATCOF. In th1s program I typed them in by hand as cooffictents 
al through a4. The program then generates the frequene,y response of each lattice block as 
Pl(n), ... ,P7(n), end Ql{n), ... ,Q7(n). The frequene,y response plots of P3(n), P5(n), and P7(n) 
ere shown tn f1gure 15. Not1ce here that et£h succeeding sttWJe gtves an Improvement on the 
frequency response of the lattice. Mitl1ona11y, note that the response of the latUce 1s 
opproxtmately 40 db oown at a normalized frequene,y of 0.4 ( 0.78JT). In order to examine the 
impulse coeff1c1ents generated by LATCOF, the MATHCAD© pr(XJram MAONITUDE was wrtuen. This 
prCXJrmn tHkes the lottice impulse response coefficients Po, ... , PN-1 that were stored on disk Md 
finds the frequency response through a Fast f ourier Transform ( FFT) Malysis. for thts example, 
LATCOF was run wtth stopband 0.62 and attenuation of 45db. MAONITUDE was run w1th -the output 
frequene,y response shown 1n F1gure 16. Note here that the stopband ts close to 0.31 ( 0.62JT) 
with an 8ltenuation of approximately 45db. MAONITUDE was run ogain with Po, ... , PN-1 reploced 
with Qo, ... , ON-1. This output is shown in figure 17. Notice the plot is o high p8SS mirror of 
figure 16, as expected. wtth s1m11ar results. 
ExemoJe of Latt1ce Fnter aooHed too auoorature MJrror Fnter Bank 
A set of programs was written to simulate the OMf bank. They start out with COEFSTORE. 
Which reads the lattice impulse coefficients from disk that were stored during the lattice FORTRAN 
Pr(XJram LATCOF. 
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COEFSTORE transfers the Impulse coefficients of P(z) and Q(z) from LATCOF to the analys1s 
filters Ho( z) end H 1 ( z) respectively. Using the analysis filters, the pr(JJrom forms the synthesis 
ftlters from the analysis filter coefflc1ents using {54} and {55}. The newly formed fnter·s 
Impulse response coefficients are stored on disk for the next programs. This was oone to conserve 
~emory tn the computer, so that the programs could be run on an IBM compatible mochlne. for 
the Input data, the program DATAS/WE was wruten which simulates o oosired input signal, 
samples it and stores the coefficients on disk to be used by FfTS'\VE. This program ts generic and 
needs to be chan~ anytime the input signal changes. Eoch version of the Input signal u$ed in the 
QMF analysis 1s shown as a separate DAT~VE program. As an fKklit1onal 1tem, this program oo1s 
N-1 zeros to the input signal. This was oone in order to perform linear convolution. In general, if 
an N point Discrete Fourier Transform ( OFT) ts performed, and convoluted with another N point 
DfT, the result1ng mult1p11cat1on in fr~ncy should yield a 2N-1 point Inverse OFT for the 
convolution in ttme. However, because the original orrs were N point, the resulting N point 
Inverse DFT wm yield circular convoluUon. If thts ts oone, the system will prCKklce an output 
wh1ch 1s similar to the desired results, but the system wm be non-causal. To take care of this 
problem, the DFT's were formed of 2N-1 points, where the last N-1 points were zeros. Now the 
2N- 1 point DFrs when multiplied and the Inverse DFT 1s taken, the resulting ttme oomaln 
response wm be linear convolution as ooslred [ 11 ]. from here the pr(XJrarn FfT~VE Is usoo to 
take the ffT of the filter Impulse response coefficients ond the Input signal and form the frequency 
response which Is stored on disk. In order to see the output of the analysis fnters, the pr(JJfam 
ANALYSIS was written. It takes the Input signal and the analysis filter response and performs 
linear convolution through use of the FFT. The frequency response of the analysis filters is 
plotted. To simulate the QMF, the program QMf was written. The purpose of this program ts to 
use the frequency response of the analysts filters and Input signal, multiply to find the ftlter 
output frequency response and send to the synthesis f nter frequency response. The output of the 
45 
synthesis filters are tnJed then Inverse Four1er Tronsformed to get the time oomotn output. 
Several examples were run and are shown in the following Figures 18-23. Figure 18 shows the 
analysis mters frequency response to a unit sample input. The mirror im(KJ3 of the filters is 
shown here. Figure 19 shows the t1me oomaln output when a unit sample is applied. Note that the 
output 1s oolayed by 47 samples. This 1s expected s1nce the QMF analysis theory showed thol the 
output wm be a oolayed version of the Input. The reason 1rs 47. Is because LATCOf was run using 
a stopband of 0.6rr. LATCOF gave a fnter with 48 Impulse coemctents. This relay also 
corresponds to the Synthesis and Analysis f11ter oroor N-1 =47. Figure 20 shows the output of the 
analysis filters to a low f requenty sinewave input. As expected, the lowpass analysis filter Ho has 
the large response while the highposs filter H1 hos the small response indicated by the two plots. 
f lgure 21 is the QMF time oomaln output of the low frequency input. f1gure 22 is the output of 
the onolysis filters to o high frequency input. In figure 22. the analysis filter outputs show Ho es 
small in mrJ]llituoo, while H1 has large nmplituoo. figure 23 shows the QMF time oomnin output 
for the high frequency Input. The flowchart 1s presented to show the way the progr8ffls were used 
to proouce the results for the QMF analysis. 
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F1gure 23. QMF output to High Frequency S1newave Input 
Flowchart 
II Load and Run FORTRAN Program LATCOF 
-, 
Enter Stopband frequency 1n tenths of 
Normalized radians of Pl. Ex 0.6, which 
corresooncls to 0.6rr. 
I 
Enter the desired stopband attenuation of the 
Lottice Filter with decimal point in Db. Ex 
70D8 would be entered as 70.0 
I 
A Tab le lookup is now oone to find a set of optimal 
coemc1ents that is close to the oosired 
parameters. 
I 
The optimal lottice coefficients close to the 
parameters are arinted out. 
l 
A recursion routine is run to translate the lattice 
coeff1cients into 1mpulse response coefficients. 
The recursion is an update of the coefficients for 
eoch fOJed lattice section. 
Pm+ 1 (z)=P mCz)-am+ 1 z- l Orn(z) 
Om+ 1(z)=am+ 1Pm(z)+z-10m(z) 
l 
Printout the impulse response coefficients and 
save them to disk. 
~Load MATHCAD© 
I 
Looo Program DATASTORE 
Write the desired equation for the input 
signal. 
Program wm save the data to disk for 
orooossino 
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I 
Load Program {X)Ef STORE 
This program sets up the analysis and 
synthesis filters based on the previously 
found coefficients using equations {53} 
to 55 
Looo Pr(XJ('am FFTSAVE 
This pr(XJrom reads the filter 
coefficients and signal samples. Using o 
FFT routine, it computes the Fourier 
coefficients and stores them on disk in a 
file for each filler. Note that N zero's 
are tnJed in order to occomp 1 ish 
convolution in later r ams. 
Load Program ANAL YSlS 
This program reads the transformed 
coefficients along with the transformed 
signal coefficients. Using convolution 
throuoh mult1p11cal1on tn freQUellC)', the 
Analysis filter output is computed. This 
output ts then plotted, showing the two 
Anal is filter out uts. 
Looo Pr{XJram QMF 
This program takes the transformed 
signol ond filters ond performs the 
needed convolutions. The outputs of the 
synthesis filters are lOJed then an 
Inverse FFT is performed to get to the 
time oomoin. The output lime signol is 
lotted alon with the in ut si 1. 
Discussion 
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This paper was a presentation of Quadrature Mirror Fillers using Lattice filters. The 
~neral theory of the QMF and Lattice filter was presented, followed by application of the Lattice 
filter to a QMF bank. I then used a computer to design the filler and simulate the 5Ystem. The 
results as presented, show that the thoory holds for the lattice coefficients. It's interesting to see 
that as lattice building blocks are ackJed the filter response improves. This implies that more 
attenuation can be achieved by ack1ing filter blocks. MUtionally, the lattice stills holds it's basic 
54 
response w1th removal of blocks. This ts not possible with a direct form, s1nce removal of 
coefficients destroys the response of the system. Another Interesting property that ts shown by 
the lattice filter is the response of P( z) oopends on Q( z) and vice-versa. This gives the mirror 
property, but 1t also suwsts that whatever you oo to the basic structure such as quantization, 
affects eoch side, so that there errors in the PCI condlUon will balance out in the overall transfer 
function. lnooed, If quantization 1s a problem 1n your QMF system, the lattice structure ts tooal, 
because the quant12at1on errors wm not affect the perfect reconstruction property. Thts can 
possibly be an oovant8(}3 when the lattice f11ler Is implemented 1n hardware. For eoch block, two 
multiplications, one delay, and two Biiltions are needed. This is comparable to a direct form 
Implementation, although you could get by with less mulUpliers In a direct form. As far as speed 
~. 1n the QMF with the decimation, the rate of operation 1s cut 1n half, which 1s seen 1n the 
filters since the even coefficients are zero. The plots of the QMF show that the outputs are a 
reconstruction of the Input except for a scale foctor ond a delay. Therefore as suooested the system 
ooes proouce a reconstructed output of the Input while allowing the Input signal to be broken Into 
smaller subbands for cooing or other operations. As far as my research gJes, I looked al the lotuce 
filler as it applies to Quoorature Mirror fnters. I feel further research could be oone on the 
app11cat1on of Lattice f11lers to other areas, In particular speech processing, where signals must 
be broken oown, analyzed or operated on and either reconstructed or mcxllfted In the output. 
AckJltlonally I only examined the two channel QMF and the application of lattice filters to It, much 
more research could be oone In the application to mull irate fnterlng. finally, the filter program 
was written based on a set of previously computed optimal filters [ 12], the output be1ng one of 
these optimal fnters that comes closest to the users desired response. In almost all cases this 1s 
optimal, but further research could be oone to optimize any user Input. 
APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
FILTER DESION PROORAM 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
& 
COMMUNICATION SCIENCES 
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA 
ORLANDO, FL 32816 
(407) 281-5786 
C DSP DIRECTOR: Y. A. ALSAKA, PH.D., ASST. PROFESSOR 
C*********************************************************** 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
PROGRAM OR SUBROUTINE NAME: LATCOF 
AUTHOR GREGORY R. JASPERS 
DATE 30 JUN 88 
MODIFIERS NONE 
VERSION 0 
PURPOSE PROGRAM USES A TABLE LOOKUP TO FIND 
OPTIMAL LATTICE COEFFICIENTS, THEN 
USES A MODIFIED LEVINSON ALGORITHM TO 
FIND THE IMPULSE RESPONSE COEFFICIENTS 
ABSTRACT DESIGNER INPUTS THE DESIRED STOPBAND AS 
TENTHS OF PI AND DESIRED ATTENUATION 
FOR THE TRANISTION BAND. PROGRAM 
GENERATES THE LATTICE COEFFICIENTS 
AND IMPULSE RESPONSE COEFFICIENTS. 
DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS: 
INPUT STOPBAND FREQUENCY AND ATTENUATION IN 
DB. 
OUTPUT PRINTOUT OF LATTICE COEFFICIENTS AND 
IMPULSE RESPONSE COEFFICEINTS TO A 
PRINTER AND TO FLOPPY DISK. 
FORMAT OF FILES 
INPUT NONE REQUIRED 
OUTPUT IMPULSE RESPONSE COEFFICIENTS TO 8 
DECIMAL PLACES SEPARATED BY COMMA'S. 
C********************************************************** 
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RE AL C 8 A ( 5 ) , C 1 2 A ( 7 ) , C 16 A ( 9 ) , C 1 2 B ( 7 ) , C 16 B ( 9 ) , 
1 024B(l3) ,0160(9), C24C(l3), C32C(l7), C48C(25), 
2 032F(l7) ,064E(33) ,C32E(l7), 0320(17), 0240(13), 
3 Cl6F(9), C24F(l3), SCRAP3(35) ,C480(25), 0640(33), 
4 0700(36), C48F(25), C48E(25), SCRAP(36) ,PHAT(70), 
5 QHAT(70) ,AT 
INTEGER JJ 
DATA CBA /4.0,-0.2638026e+Ol,0.7454463e+OO, 
-.2598479e+00,0.638836le-Ol/ 
DATA Cl2A /6.0,-0.3676246e+Ol,O.ll00022e+Ol, 
l 0.5170637e+00,0.2362183e+00,-0.8441314e-Ol, 
2 O.l71634le-Ol/ 
DATA Cl2B /6.0,-0.3096168e+Ol,0.9370946e+OO, 
l -0.456977le+00,0.2276283e+00,-09712722e-Ol, 
2 0.2795064e-Ol/ 
DATA Cl6A /8.0,0.4699145e+Ol,0.1465103e+Ol, 
1 -0.7597957e-00,0.4216733e-00,-0.2181804e-00, 
2 0.940599le-Ol,-0.2924380e-Ol,0.4905888e-02/ 
DATA Cl6B /8.0,0.3886354e-01,0.1218756e+Ol, 
1 -0.642933le+00,0.3707214e+00,-0.206888le+OO, 
2 O.l023296e+00,-0.4016767e-Ol,0.9948452e-02/ 
DATA Cl6C /8.0,-0.2966504e+Ol,0.9334946e+OO, 
l -0.5028173e+00,0.3051719e+00,-0.1879673e+OO, 
2 0.110499le+00,-0.5811574e-Ol,0.2437997e-Ol/ 
DATA 016F /8.0,-0.2739714e+Ol,0.8611533e+OO, 
l -0.466005le+00,0.286893le+OO,-O.l817166e+OO, 
2 0.1120899e+00,-0.6389849e-01,0.3098943E-Ol/ 
DATA C24B /12.0,-0.5462615e+Ol,0.176527le+Ol, 
-0.9933745e+00,0.640550le+00,-0.4290425e+OO, 
2 0.284422le+00,-0.1798644e+00,0.1045704e+OO, 
3 -0.5351832e-Ol,0.2273594e-Ol,-0.7266256e-02, 
4 0.1373516e-02/ 
DATA C240 /12.0,-0.3965091E+Ol,0.1282368e+Ol, 
l -0.7260119e+00,0.4756307e+00,-0.3284680e+OO, 
2 0.2293814e+OO,-O.l576285e+00,0.1040772e+OO, 
3 -0.6431627e-Ol,0.3591622e-Ol,-0.1709523e-Ol, 
4 0.6056575e-02/ 
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DATA C24F /12.0,-0.3587773e+Ol,0.ll58946E+Ol, 
1 -0.6565104e+00,0.4319230e+00,-0.3~10528e+OO, 
2 0.2135914e+00,-0.1504406e+00,0.1030309e+OO, 
3 -0.6712935e-Ol,0.4045162e-Ol,-0.2154244e-Ol, 
4 0.9188643e-02/ 
DATA C24D /12.0,-0.3219439e+Ol,0.1037174e+Ol, 
l -0.5871553e+00,0.3877585e+00,0.2728663e+OO, 
2 0.1968799e+00,-0.142348le+00,0.1013140e+OO, 
3 -0.6975467e-Ol,0.4548290e-Ol,-0.2720419e-Ol, 
4 0.1403098e-Ol/ 
DATA C32C /16.0,-0.4947162e+Ol,0.1618750e+Ol, 
l -0.936692le+00,0.6339676e+00,-0.4583882e+OO, 
2 0.3411142e+00,-0.255805le+00,0.1904199e+OO, 
3 -O.l388874e+00,0.9798419e-Ol,-0.6591964e-Ol, 
4 0.4157153e-Ol,0.2402169e-Ol,0.1228736e-Ol 
5 ,0.5224147e-02,0.157615le-02/ 
DATA C32F /16.0,-0.4419554e+Ol,0.1444868e+Ol, 
1 -0.8358118e+00,0.5664486e+00,-0.4110873e+OO, 
2 0.3079806e+00,-0.2334207e+00,0.176492le+OO, 
3 -0.1316083e+00,0.9572774e-01,-0.6712079e-01, 
4 0.4473385e-Ol,0.2781714e-Ol,0.1569589e-Ol 
5 ,0.7645295e-02,0.285406le-02/ 
DATA C32D /16.0,-0.3897719e+Ol,0.127172le+Ol, 
l -0.7345884e+00,0.4981979e+00,-0.3628759e+OO, 
2 0.2738343e+00,-0.2099638e+00,0.1614840e+OO, 
3 -0.1233244e+00,0.9266442e-Ol,0.6785856e-Ol, 
4 0.4790362e-Ol,0.321414le-Ol,0.2007797e-Ol, 
5 0.1127087e-Ol,0.5264834e-02/ 
DATA C32E /16.0,-0.2937657e+Ol,0.947448le+OO, 
1 -0.5416029e+00,0.3658746e+00,-0.2676719e+OO, 
2 0.2048268e+00,-0.1610002e+00,0.1285583e+OO, 
3 -0.1034792e+00,0.8345957e-Ol,0.6709826e-Ol, 
4 0.5350337e-01,0.4208714e-Ol,0.3245102e-Ol 
5 ,0.2431732e-Ol,0.1748662e-Ol/ 
DATA C48C /24.0,-0.6315784e+Ol,0.2088393e+Ol, 
1 -01232629e+Ol,0.8584247e+00,-0.6447275e+OO, 
2 0.5040390e+00,-0.4027649e+00,0.3252960e+OO, 
3 -0.2634520e+00,0.21255983e+00,-0.1699807e+OO, 
4 0.1339247e+00,-0.1034047e+00,7778612e-Ol, 
5 -0.5664952e-Ol,0.3966167e-Ol,-0.2648138e-Ol, 
6 0.1670176e-Ol,-0.9831959e-02,0.5316054e-02, 
7 0.2578539e-02,0.1079437e-02,-0.361812le-03, 
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8 0.79547590-04/ 
DATA C48F /24.0,-0.6057506e+0l,0.2000152e+0l, 
I -0.117825le+0l,0.8193606e+00,-0.6152533e+00, 
2 0.4817286e+00,-0.3863457e+00,0.3139650e+00, 
3 -0.2566057e+00,0.209703le+00,-0.1705025e+00, 
4 0.1372864e+00,-0.1089672et00,0.8485096e-0l, 
5 -0.6448664e-0l,0.4756036e-0l,0.3381633e-0l, 
6 0.2299884e-01,-0.1481523e-0l,0.8920900e-02, 
7 -0.492576le-02,0.2417364e-02,-0.9931265e-03, 
8 0.2925763e-03/ 
DATA C48D /24.0,-.5228952e+0l,0.1724735e+0l, 
l -0.101472le+0l,0.7051436e+00,-0.5296424e+00, 
2 0.4153386e+00,-0.3341087e+00,0.2728079e+00, 
3 -0.2244915e+00,0.1851713e+00,-0.1524203e+00, 
4 0.1247027e+00,-0.101022le+00,-0.8072150e-0l, 
5 -0.6336105e-0l,0.4863688e-0l,-0.3632357e-0l, 
6 0.2623183e-0l,-0.1817794e-0l,0.1196394e-0l, 
7 -0.7368346e-02,0.4146564e-02,-0.2039489e-02, 
8 0.7873639e-03/ 
DATA C48E /24~0,-0.3836487e+0l,0.1247866e+0l, 
1 -0.7220668e+00,0.4951553e+00,-0.3688423e+00, 
2 0.2885146e+00,-0.2327588e+00,0.1913137e+00, 
3 -0.1598938e+00,0.1348106e+00,-0.114032le+00, 
4 0.9681786e-0l,-0.8223478e-0l,0.6963367e-0l, 
5 -0.5867790e-0l,0.4913793e-0l,-0.4081778e-01, 
6 0.3353566e-0l,-0.2713113e-0l,0.2149517e-0l, 
7 -0.1658255e-0l,0.1238607e-01,-0.8895189e-02, 
8 0.6072120e-02/ 
DATA C64D /32.0,-0.6541668e+0l,0.2167132e+0l, 
1 -0.1284988e+0l,0.9024673e+00,-0.6869024e+00, 
2 0.5474343e+00,-0.4490405e+00,0.3753422e+00, 
3 -0.3176566e+00,0.2709592e+00,-0.2321494e+00, 
4 0.1992207e+00,-0.1708276e+00,0.1460453e+00, 
5 -0.1242279e+00,0.1049204e+00,-0.8780164e-01, 
6 0.7264466e-0l,-0.5928753e-0l,0.4761084e-01, 
7 -0.3751935e-0l,0.2892705e-01,-0.2174538e-01, 
8 0.1587490e-0l,-0.1120080e-0l,0.7592156e-02, 
9 -0.490482le-02,0.2987045e-02,-0.1686799e-02, 
+ 0.8595028e-03,-0.3749449e-03,0.1224688e-03/ 
DATA C64E /32.0,-0.4327252e+0l,0.1425816e+0l, 
l -0.8392532e+00,0.585514le+00,-0.4435185e+00, 
2 0.3525763e+00,-0.2891957e+00,0.2423609e+00, 
3 -0.2062240e+00,0.1773966e+00,-0.1537840e+00, 
60 
C 
C 
C 
500 
501 
503 
506 
504 
21 
4 0 . 1340248e+00,-0 . 1171987e+00,0.1026636e+OO, 
5 -0.8996029e-Ol,0.7875330e-Ol,-0.6879375e-01, 
6 0.5989449e-Ol,-0.5191327e-Ol,0.4474097e-Ol, 
7 -0 . 3829306e-Ol,0.3250329e-Ol,-0.2731889e-Ol, 
8 0.226968le-Ol,-0.1860079e-Ol,0.1499897e-Ol, 
9 -0.1186202e-Ol,0.916167le-02,-0.6869633-02, 
+ 0.4956829e-02,-0.3392964e-02,0.2146366e-02/ 
DATA C70D /35.0,-0.6404257e+Ol,0.2126039e+Ol, 
1 -0.1265223e+Ol,0.8926746e+00,-0.6829382e+OO, 
2 0 . 5472484e+00,-0.4514609e+00,0.3796413e+OO, 
3 -0.3233572e+00,0.2777332+00,-0.23976lle+OO, 
4 0.2074910e+00,-0.1796115e+00,0.1552163e+OO, 
5 -0.1336672e+00,0.1145095e+00,-0.9741762e-Ol, 
6 0.8215835e-Ol,-0.6856392e-Ol,0.5651222e-Ol,-
7 0.4591068e-Ol,0.3668317e-Ol,-0.2875914e-Ol, 
8 0.2206526e-01,-0.1651930e-Ol,0.1202692e-Ol, 
9 -0.8481189e-02,0.5764517e-02,-0.375277le-02, 
+ 0.2320577e-02,0.1347044e-02,0.7210614e-03, 
I 0.3454922e-03,0.1398132e-03,-0.4105982e-04/ 
Set up for Stopband attenuation 
OPEN(6,FILE='PRN') 
OPEN(7,FILE='A:COEF.DAT') 
FORMAT(2X,'INPUT WS•PI EX 0.63') 
FORMAT(F8 . 3) 
FORMAT (2X,'ENTER ATTENUATION 20-SODB EX 43 ') 
FORMAT(/) 
WRITE(6,506) 
WRITE(•,500) 
READ(•,501) WS 
IF(WS .LT. 0.56) 
IF(WS .LT. 0.59) 
IF(WS .LT. 0.61) 
IF(WS .LT. 0.66) 
IF(WS .LT. 0.74) 
IF(WS .GE. 0.74) 
GOTO 26 
GOTO 25 
GOTO 24 
GOTO 23 
GOTO 22 
GOTO 21 
This section gets the coefficients based on 
desired attenuation 
FORMAT(2X, 'WS', F5.3, lOX, 'ATTENUATION' ,F5.l) 
WRITE(•,503) 
READ(•,501) AT 
WRITE(6,504) WS,AT 
IFCAT .LT. 45.0) THEN 
CALL COEFIX(C8A(l) ,CBA,SCRAP) 
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GOTO 27 
ELSEIF(AT .LT. 67.0) THEN 
CALL COEFIX(Cl2A(l) ,Cl2A,SCRAP) 
GOTO 27 ' 
ENDIF 
CALL COEFIX(Cl6A(l) ,Cl6A,SCRAP) 
GOTO 27 
22 WRITE(•,503) 
READ ( * , 501) AT 
WRITE(6,504) WS,AT 
IF(AT .LT. 46.0) THEN 
CALL COEFIX(Cl2B(l) ,Cl6B,SCRAP) 
GOTO 27 
ELSEIF(AT .LT. 63.0) THEN 
ENDIF 
CALL COEFIX(Cl6B(l) ,Cl6B,SCRAP) 
GOTO 27 
CALL COEFIX(C24B(l) ,C24B,SCRAP) 
GOTO 27 
23 WRITEC•,503) 
READ ( * , 501) AT 
WRITE(6,504) WS,AT 
IF(AT .LT. 39.0) THEN 
CALL COEFIX(Cl6C(l) ,Cl6C,SCRAP) 
GOTO 27 
ELSEIF(AT .LT. 51.0) THEN 
CALL COEFIX(C24C(l) ,C24C,SCRAP) 
GOTO 27 
ELSEIF(AT .LT. 71.0) THEN 
ENDIF 
CALL COEFIX(C32C(l) ,C32C,SCRAP) 
GOTO 27 
CALL COEFIX(C48C(l) ,C48C,SCRAP) 
GOTO 27 
24 WRITE(•,503) 
READ(•,501) AT 
WRITE(6,504) WS,AT 
IF(AT .LT. 34.0) THEN 
CALL COEFIX(Cl6F(l) ,Cl6F,SCRAP) 
GOTO 27 
ELSEIF(AT .LT. 43.0) THEN 
CALL COEFIX(C24F(l) ,C24F,SCRAP) 
GOTO 27 
ELSEIF(AT .LT. 59.0) THEN 
ENDIF 
CALL COEFIX(C32F(l) ,C32F,SCRAP) 
GOTO 27 
CALL COEFIX(C48F(l) ,C48F,SCRAP) 
GOTO 27 
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C 
C 
C 
25 
26 
27 
WRITE(•,503) 
READ(•,501) AT 
WRITE(6,504) WS,AT 
IF(AT .LT. 36.0) THEN 
CALL COEFIX(C24D(l) ,C24D,SCRAP} 
GOTO 27 
ELSEIF(AT .LT. 48.0) THEN 
CALL COEFIX(C32D(l} ,C32D,SCRAP) 
GOTO 27 
ELSEIF{AT .LT. 65.0) THEN 
CALL COEFIX(C48D{l) ,C48D,SCRAP) 
GOTO 27 
ELSEIF(AT .LT. 77.0) THEN 
CALL COEFIX(C64D(l) ,C64D,SCRAP) 
GOTO 27 
ENDIF 
CALL COEFIX(C70D(l) ,C70D,SCRAP) 
GOTO 27 
WRITE(l,503) 
READ{•,501) AT 
WRITE(6,504} WS,AT 
IF(AT .LT. 27.0) THEN 
CALL COEFIX(C32E(l) ,C32E,SCRAP) 
GOTO 27 
ELSEIF(AT .LT. 36.0) THEN 
CALL COEFIX(C48E(l} ,C48E,SCRAP) 
GOTO 27 
ENDIF 
CALL COEFIX(C64E(l) ,C64E,SCRAP) 
set up an array to hold lattice 
impulse response coefficients 
CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,506} 
JJ=SCRAP ( l) 
DO 30 1=2,JJ+l 
Printout lattice coefficients 
WRITE(6,502) I-1,SCRAP(I) 
SCRAP3(I-l}=SCRAP(I) 
coefficients 
30 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,506) 
and 
502 FORMAT(lOX,'Lattice Coefficeints' ,2x,'a' ,12,'= ', 
+ Fll.8} 
505 FORMAT { 5X, 'P' , I 2, '=' , F 11. 8, 1 ox, 'Q' , I 2, '=' , F 11. 8) 
507 FORMAT(Fll.8,' ,'} 
K=JJ+JJ 
CALL GETPQ(SCRAP3,JJ,K,PHAT,QHAT) 
63 
DO 31 I=l, JJ+JJ 
C Printout Impulse response coefficients 
WRITE (6,505) I , PHAT (I) , I , QHAT (I) 
WRITE(7,507) PHAT(I) 
31 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 
C This subroutine takes the lattice coefficients and sets 
C them up in an array for printing and use by the impulse 
C response subroutine 
SUBROUTINE COEFIX(J,SCRAPl, SCRAP2) 
INTEGER J 1 , J2 
REAL SCRAPl(J), SCRAP2(36) 
Jl=SCRAPI (1) 
DO 60 I=l, Jl+l 
SCRAP2(I)=SCRAPl(I) 
60 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
C This subroutine finds coefficients for P(z) and Q(z) 
C 
SUBROUTINE GETPQ(ALPHA,N,J,P,Q) 
real P (J) , Q (J), pold ( 100), qold ( 100) 
real alpha(n) 
n2=n+n 
C compute scale factor 
prod=alpha(l)•alpha(l) + l 
do 10 i=2,n 
prod=prod•(alpha(i)•aplha(i)+l) 
10 continue 
beta=sqrt(0.5/prod) 
pold ( 1) = I 
pold(2)=-alpha(l) 
qold(l)=alpha(l) 
qold(2)=1 
m=2 
p(l)=pold(l) 
p(2)=pold(2) 
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do 40 j=4,n2,2 
q(l)=alpha(m)•pold(l) 
q(2)=alpha(m)•pold(2) 
if(J.eq.4) goto 22 
do 20 i=3,j-2 
p(i)=pold(i)-alpha(m)•qold(i-2) 
q(i)=alpha(m)•pold(i)+qold(i-2) 
20 continue 
22 do 25 i=j-1,j 
p(i)=-alpha(m)•qold(i-2) 
q(i)=qold(i-2) 
25 continue 
do 30 i = 1, j 
pold(i)=p(i) 
qold(i)=q(i) 
30 continue 
m=m+l 
40 continue 
do 50 i=l,n2 
p(i)=beta•p(i) 
q(i)=beta•p(i) 
50 continue 
end 
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APPENDIX B 
FILTER PROORAM RUN 
67 
ws .620 ATTENUATION 45.0 
Lattice Coefficeints a l= -3.96509100 
Lattice Coefficeints a 2= 1.28236800 
Lattice Coefficeints a 3= -.72601190 
Lattice Coefficeints a 4= .47563070 
Lattice Coefficeints a 5= -.32846800 
Lattice Coefficeints a 6= .22938140 
Lattice Coefficeints a 7= -. 15762850 
Lattice Coefficeints a 8= .10407720 
Lattice Coefficeints a 9= -.06431627 
Lattice Coefficeints al0= .03591622 
Lattice Coefficeints a 11 = -.01709523 
Lattice Coefficeints al2= .00605658 
p 0= .70494370E-01 Q 0= .42695440E-03 
p 1 = .27951660E+00 Q l= .16929130E-02 
p 2= .46913240E+00 Q 2= . 1636 l 740E-02 
p 3= .34849320E+00 Q 3= -.26679000E-02 
p 4= -.24238570E-01 Q 4= -.56341740E-02 
p 5= -.20649250E+00 Q 5= .28345480E-02 
p 6= -.33948150E-01 Q 6= . 12521250E-01 
p 7= . 12880190E+00 Q 7= -.11832640E-02 
p 8= .33139230E-01 Q 8= -.22928650E-01 
p 9= -.85224920E-01 Q 9= -.32691750E-02 
Pl0= - . 21976500E-01 Q10= .37468870E-01 
P 11 = .57272140E-01 Q 11 = .11111580E-01 
Pl2= .11111580E-01 Ql2= -.57272140E-01 
Pl3= -.37468870E-01 Ql3= -.21976500E-01 
Pl4= -.32691750E-02 Ql4= .85224920E-01 
Pl5= .22928650E-01 Ql5= .33139230E-01 
Pl6= -.11832640E-02 Ql6= -. 12880190E+00 
Pl7= -.12521250E-01 Ql7= -.33948150E-01 
Pl8= .28345480E-02 Ql8= .20649250E+00 
Pl9= .56341740E-02 Ql9= -.24238570E - 01 
P20= -.26679000E-02 Q20= -.34849320E+00 
P21= -.16361740E-02 Q21= .46913240E+00 
P22= .16929130E-02 Q22= -.27951660E+00 
P23= -.42695440E-03 Q23= .70494370E-01 
APPENDIX C 
LEVINSON-DURBIN ALOORlTHM 
Levinson-Durbin AlfJ)rilhm 
Given: n. R[ O,n] 
ToCompute: {Um,£\ ·m• cm: lim~n. likim} 
• 
Initialization: 
Boot: For m=O to n-1 
m 
Pm= IR(m+ 1-k)okm 
k=O 
8m+ 1 ·m = O 
• 
For k=O tom+ 1 
end loop on k 
end loop on m 
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APPENDIX D 
MATHCAD@ PROORAMS 
Program : COEFSTORE 
This program takes the impulse response coefficients 
and converts them to the analysis and synthesis 
filter impulse response coefficients, then saves 
them to disk 
N READ(lcoef) 
71 
n 
h0 
0 . . N - 1 
READ(coefp) hl 
M := 512 
READ(coefq) 
Q := M - N 
WRITE {M) 
n n 
WRITE(h0) h0 
n 
WR I 'I' E { h 1 ) h 1 
n 
f0 h0 fl hl 
n N-1-n n N-1-n 
WRITE(f0) f0 WRITE(fl) := fl 
n n 
m 0 .. M - 1 X 0 
m 
q 0 .. Q - 1 y 0 
q 
APPEND{h0) : = y APPEND(hl) y 
q q 
APPEND ( f 0) y APPEND(fl) y 
q q 
M 
N 
Program: DATASTORE 
This program stores .the samples of a specified input 
function xm 
72 
48 n := 0 .. N - 1 M 512 Q M - N 
M 
m 0 -•·- - 1 . -
2 
set the input as a unit sample pulse of magnitude 1 
X - 0 
m 
X 
0 
WRITE (xm) X 
m 
N 
Program: DATASTORE 
This program stores the samples of a specified input 
function xm 
73 
48 n 0 .. N - 1 M 512 Q M - N 
m 
X 
m 
M 
0 ... - 1 
2 
set the input as a low frequency sine wave 
WRITE (xm} : = x 
m 
N 
Program: DATASTORE 
This program stores the samples of a specified input 
function xm 
74 
48 n 0 .. N - 1 M 512 Q M - N 
M 
m 0 .... - 1 
2 
set the input as a high frequency sine wave 
X 
m 
Sin [-4 . C . ~. 100-
.. M 
WRITE(xm) := x 
m 
75 
Program: FFTSAVE 
This program takes the Fourier Transform of the impulse 
response coefficients and stores them in data files for 
processing. 
M - READ (M) 
m 0 . . M - 1 t 0 
m 
M M 
1 0 k 0 ... - 1 .-
2 2 
t READ (xm) T fft(t) WRITE (Fxm) T 
k 1 
t READ(h0) T fft(t) WRITE(Fh0) - T 
k 1 
t READ ( h 1) T fft(t) WRITE(Fhl) T 
k 1 
t READ ( f 0) T fft(t) WRITE(Ff0) T 
k l 
t READ(fl) T fft(t) WRITE(Ffl) T 
k 1 
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Program: ANALYSIS 
M 
L 
H0 
Hl 
This program takes the input data xm that has been 
Transformed and applies it to the Analysis Filters. 
The Analysis filters output frequency response 
is plotted. 
-
READ (M) m 0 .. M - 1 
M 
1 0 .. L 1 
2 f -
1 M 
READ(Fh0) + j ' READ(Fh0) 
1 
-
READ(Fhl) + j · READ (Fh 1) 
l 
XM READ (Fxm) + j · READ (Fxm) 
1 
Y0 - H0 ' XM Yl Hl ·xM 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Program: QMF 
This program takes the input data xm that has been 
Transformed and applies it to the Quadrature Mirror 
Filter Model. The output xo is ploted. 
M 
L 
H0 
1 
Hl 
l 
F0 
1 
Fl 
1 
XM 
1 
Y0 
1 
X 
m 
YY0 
1 
READ (M) m 
M 
2 
. -
READ(Fh0) 
READ(Fhl) 
READ(Ff0) 
READ(Ffl) 
READ (Fxm) 
H0 XM 
l 1 
READ (xm) 
F0 Y0 
1 1 
+ 
+ 
+ 
t 
+ 
XXM YY0 t YYl 
1 
j 
j 
j 
j 
j 
1 1 1 
XO ifft(XXM) 
0 . . M - 1 
0 .. L 
READ(Fh0) 
READ(Fhl) 
READ(Ff0) 
READ(Ffl) 
READ(Fxm) 
Yl . - HI XM 
1 1 1 
YYl 
l 
Fl Yl 
1 1 
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Program: LATTICE 
This program plots the frequency response 
for each block of a four stage lattice 
filter. 
M 128 M 
N 
n 0 . . N - 1 2 
exp [j n z . 2 . C . - l 
n M.. P0 Q0 
. J~ 
al := -2.638026 
n 
f 
a2 0.7154463 n M 
-1 
l 
.r; 
P 1 ( n) P0 - z · al ' Q0 Q 1 ( n) := al· P0 
n 
-2 
P3(n) P 1 ( n) - a2·z ' Ql(n) 
n 
-2 
Q3(n) a2 ' Pl(n) + z 'Ql(n) 
n 
+ z 
a3 := -.2598479 
-2 
P5(n) P3(n) - a3 · z 'Q3(n) 
n 
-2 
Q5(n) 
-
P3 ( n) · a3 + z 'Q3(n) 
n 
a4 0 . 0638836 
-2 
P7(n) P5(n) - a4 · z 'Q5(n) 
n 
-2 
Q7(n) := P5 ( n) · a4 + z ' Q5(n) 
n 
78 
- 1 
'Q0 
n 
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Program: MAGNITUDE 
N 
n 
h 
This program sets up the data points for the frequency 
response, does a Fast Fourier Transform then plots the 
frequency response in Db. 
:= 2048 
0 . . N - 1 
. - 0 
n 
K 
-
READ(lcoef) 
K - 2·K 
k 0 .. K - 1 
h . - READ(coefp) 
k 
u fft(h) 
N 
m 0 
2 
H 20 · 1 og ·~~.l] 
m 
0 -
m 
f 
m N 
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